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and 2). Study of smeared slides alone showed lesser sensitivity and specificity (Table 3) . Also, the clot study detected five more malignant neoplasms than smear alone. Cytological examination of body fluid is a routine procedure in the detection of malignancy.
Clots prepared from body fluids and fine-needle aspiration (FNA) can be useful for establishing a more definitive diagnosis by using routine histopathology and ancillary methods. 1,2 Cell blocks from sputum or brushing or washing may also be of value for the diagnosis of carcinoma. Cell blocks from FNA samples are useful for microhistology to detect architectural features not evident in some smears, and for cytochemistry and immunohistochemistry. 3 The accuracy of the cell block is high, particularly in histological typing of cancer 4 and increases the sensitivity and specificity of sputum cytology. 5 Our results are comparable with other identical studies. Therefore preparing a cell block is highly advocated in every fluid sample if it is feasible.
